
Die Grüne Meile
With a length of around 1,5 kilometers the “aerial green-way” Grüne Meile winds itself in circular tracks 
on 10.400 square meters of public open space around the rooftops of the inner Vienna city core. 

History of the Esterhazy Park

Esterhazy Park was founded in the late 18th century named after the Hungarian-Austrian aristocratic family Esterhazy. 
Due to its strategic position in the heart of Vienna, the national-socialistic regime erected a flak tower and bomb shelter at the 
Esterhazy Park, which led to a sustainable curtailment of the open space. Since then, the park is divided into two (visually) 
separated areas. 
 
There was a redesign of the Park in 2001 and 2002. Some structural and functional improvements were made, some planting
areas were added and the park was reopened as public open space to the neighboring quarters. 
With walls as thick as 2,5 meters, the structure of the flak tower was impractical for removal. It is now home to the aquatic zoo 
“Haus des Meeres” and the outer wall to the south became a climbing wall. 

Today

Some progress was made but the park - located in the 6th city district of Vienna - is far away from being inviting.   
“Dull, dirty, depressing “sea of concrete” comes to mind when you see the park. There is a lot of concrete and the green 
planting areas seem to drown in them.  Esterhazy Park doesn’t reflect well on the otherwise park- and ecofriendly Vienna. 
As a fact it’s the district with the lowest amount of green areas in the city.  
With no alternative parks or possibilities for outdoor activities in that specific neighborhood, there is definitely room
for improvement. 

Solution

At the West of the Park is a high school in a 
rundown building with two sports fields. 
The climbing wall and the school’s sports 
fields inspired me to add more outdoor 
facilities while also increasing the aesthetics 
of the neighborhood.  Confronted with
limited space in this inner city area, the way
to gain more space is to go vertical. 

The School’s and its gym’s flat roofs serve as 
pillars for two elevated multi-purpose tracks. 
The different surface materials like concrete 
walkway, turf strips, shallow water basins and 
multifunctional mat floor form a harmonic
pattern that adds to the idea of multi-
functional use of the environment. 
A venue suited for sports enthusiasts like 
joggers, acrobatic free runners, gymnasts 
or ball players.     

The park can be accessed from the North, 
East and West, while the middle track can be 
reached by one main ramp in the center as 
well as two stairways - one North, one South-
East. The top track is accessed by two ramps: 
one to the North and one to the South. The 
whole area is accessible to people with 
disabilities.  



From the outside, “Die grüne Meile” has a 
sports stadium aesthetic, while on the inside 
it off ers the feeling of a soothing recreational 
area. Dwellers from nearby residential 
quarters have access to a range of attractive 
leisure activities and a recreational space in 
Vienna’s inner city. A cafeteria on the top
aerial greenway over the school building 
provides refreshments. 

The school’s sports fi elds merge seamlessly 
with the new facilities. Two added spectator 
stands even provide the possibility of future 
sports events and competitions.  Since the 
park is merged with the school, it would also 
serving as a way to motivate our children and 
pupils by showing them active examples of a 
healthy lifestyle. 

A dynamic hub that neutralizes the 
dominance of the concrete walls while
complimenting the cultural reuse of 
the old fl ak tower as a aquatics zoo and cafe. 
The expansion and redesign of the park would 
have a positive impact on the whole area
as a city landmark.
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